
FAMILY SKETCH DAYS
Explore our virtual gallery collection at elpasoartmuseum.pastperfectonline.com, 
pick a piece of artwork that you find most interesting and recreate it in the space below:

Title of the artwork you chose: 

Artist’s name:

Medium: 

Share your artwork with us! Tag us on social media @elpasomuseumofart. 3



POSTALES FROM MY NEIGHBORHOOD

CELIA ÁLVAREZ MUÑOZ
Postales: Naranja Dulce, Ay! Chihuahua, Il Peso/El Paso, Kiambol/Campbell
1988
Acrylic on canvas and metal street signs

See instructions on the next page for an augmented reality experience.

Muñoz plays with words and pictures to tell stories of her childhood in El Paso. In this 
piece, she uses a painting, street signs, and storybook text to represent the ways people 
make their houses and neighborhoods their own. Whether it is with brightly colored 
paint or a change in pronunciation, our culture and language adapt to new spaces. 
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TIPS & TRICKS
FOCUS
Aim your device at the target, and allow the autofocus to capture all of the details.

LIGHTING
If there is glare or too much light, the image will not scan properly. If there is too little light, the 
content may not track correctly or appear at all.

TRACKING
Tracking works best and is less jittery when the entire image is captured, but will still work as 
long as there is a portion of the target in the camera frame.

What did you learn from the Artist?  What would you create to represent your home? 
What imagery would you use? Draw a postcard of your neighborhood in the space provided below.

AN AUGMENTED REALITY EXPERIENCE
Download the Augment El Paso App.

Scan the artwork Postales: Naranja Dulce, Ay! Chihuahua, Il Peso/El Paso, Kiambol/Campbell  by 
Celia Álvarez Muñoz. You may scan it straight from your device screen or scan it from a printed image.

Once the app recognizes the target image, scene assets will download and save to your device.

After the content has finished downloading, scan the target image again and begin enjoying 
your augmented reality content.

Share your augmented reality experience with us! Tag us on social media @elpasomuseumofart.
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